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the cultural dimension of peace decentralization and ... - the cultural dimension of peace decentralization and
reconciliation in indonesia rethinking peace and conflict studies document for the cultural dimension of peace ...
high-level discussion 2 peace and reconciliation: how ... - yet, recent research has convincingly pinpointed the
fact that the cultural dimension is often at the heart of peace-building processes by being at once part of the
problem and part of the solution. the cultural dimension of peace. decentralization and ... - the cultural
dimension of peace. decentralization and reconciliation in decentralization and reconciliation in indonesia , by
birgit brÃƒÂ¤uchler, london & new york, palgrave macmillan, 2015, 259 the emerging cultural turn in peace
research - springer - the emerging cultural turn in peace research 3 the retributive model was replaced by a more
restorative-oriented one and a Ã¢Â€Â˜dichotomy between truth and justiceÃ¢Â€Â™ emerged. the significance
of the cross- border dimension for ... - the significance of the cross-border dimension for promoting peace and
reconciliation liam oÃ¢Â€Â™dowd and cathal mccall working papers in british-irish studies anlÃƒÂ¤sslich der
verleihung des czempiel preises 2016 an pd ... - Ã¢Â€Âžthe cultural dimension of peace. decentralization and
reconciliation in ... decentralization, revitalization, and reconciliation in ... - 40 the cultural dimension of peace
conÃ¯Â¬Â‚ict resolution and the restoration of social harmony in indonesia, in which customary law an d the
grassroots Ã¯Â¬Â•gure prominent ly. newsletter nr. 61, juni 2016 // newsletter no. 61, june 2016 - her
monograph Ã¢Â€Âœthe cultural dimension of peace: decentralization and reconciliation in indonesiaÃ¢Â€Â•
examines the cultural dimension of reconciliation based on the peace process of the indonesian province maluku.
moreover, she pleads for greater consideration of social anthropological research in the interdiscipli- nary peace
research. the award is endowed with 5,000 euros. the winner is ... national reconciliation in afghanistan.
conflict history ... - internationales asienforum, vol. 37 (2006), no. 12, pp. 535 national
reconciliation in afghanistan. conflict history and the search for an afghan approach task force on peace and
reconciliation - position paper ... - 1" " task force on peace and reconciliation - position paper reconciliation and
the intellectual apostolate executive summary the intellectual apostolate plays a key role in responding to the call
of the 36th responsibility of religions and governments for peace ... - friedensverantwortung der religionen
responsibility of religions for peace responsabilitÃƒÂ‰ des religions ÃƒÂ€ lÃ¢Â€Â™ÃƒÂ‰gard de la paix
responsibility of religions and the church in africa as an agent of social transformation ... - ii! the church in
africa as an agent of social transformation through reconciliation, justice and peace in light of the second african
synod fabian ihunegbo
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